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Introduction

Background

I ENFIN efforts in the joint provisioning of harmonised forest
information in Europe (2004)

I continued development of an already productive system to provide
estimates based on terrestrial NFI plot data (2013)

I integration of auxiliary data to get higher precision in the estimates
(2018)

Project

I work done within Horizon 2020 DIABOLO project

I statistical framework, system implementation, demonstration study
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Single phase estimation (without auxiliary data)
In each stratum Sj

I NFI sampling frames Sj with random samples sj of points x ∈ Sj
selected with known inclusion densities πj(x)

I associated local densities y(x) are assumed such that∫
Sj
y(x)dx = tj equals the (unknown) total of the target variable of

interest over all elements in Sj
I (infinite population or Monte-Carlo approach to forest inventory)

I a design-unbiased estimator for tj in Sj is

t̂j =
∑
x∈sj

y(x)

πj(x)

Cordy, C. B. 1993. An extension of the Horvitz-Thompson theorem to point sampling from a continuous universe. Statistics and

Probability Letters, 18, 353–362. (including variance estimator)



Single phase estimation (without auxiliary data)
For a common domain of interest D

I with the variable ID(x) indicating points in D

t̂D.j =
∑
x∈sj

ID(x) y(x)

πj(x)
=
∑
x∈D

y(x)

πj(x)

is a design-unbiased estimator for the total in D ∩ Sj
I and summing across S = ∪Kj=1Sj , all (NFI) sampling strata (in

Europe),

t̂D =
K∑
j=1

t̂D.j =
∑
x∈D

y(x)

πj(x)

is a design-unbiased estimator for the total of the target variable in
any arbitrary region D ⊆ S of interest in Europe

I t̂D of interest, only if y(x) harmonised
(but plot and cluster configurations may differ between strata!)



Adding auxiliary data
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Adding auxiliary data
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Modified direct GREG estimator
Single phase estimation with wall-to-wall auxiliary data

t̂md =
∑
x∈D+

y(x)

π(x)

{
ID(x) +

(
tx − t̂x

)′[
X+Σ+Π+X′+

]−1 X(x)

σ2(x)

}
=
∑
x∈D+

w̃(x)y(x) (weighted sum)

I Σ+ and σ2(x) cancel out for standard linear models

I linear model with zero residual (calibration) property in D+

I formula for cluster sampling available and implemented

I model fitted across (potentially) different plot and cluster
configurations

I includes synthetic estimation for D no terrestrial plots

I design-consistent variance estimation



Implementation of the nFIESTA system

I two PostgreSQL extensions developed within the Horizon 2020
DIABOLO project at ÚHÚL, Czech Republic and in collaboration
with WSL (CH), IGN (FR) and Thünen (DE)

I freely accessible at GitLab.com
I https://gitlab.com/nfiesta/nfiesta_pg (business logic

addressing various use cases and scenarios)
I https://gitlab.com/nfiesta/nfiesta_htc (C implementation of

Horvitz-Thompson continuous theorem)

I extension of the the NFI data exchange format developed
within e-Forest (to support estimation using auxiliary data)

https://gitlab.com
https://gitlab.com/nfiesta/nfiesta_pg
https://gitlab.com/nfiesta/nfiesta_htc


Database structure
nFIESTA is a software package implemented in PostgreSQL and developed within the Horizon
2020 DIABOLO project



nFIESTA functional overview



Demonstration study - outline

I involved countries: CH, CZ, DE, FR (112 million ha of territory,
30 million ha of forest, 539’000 terrestrial sample plots)

I target variables: forest area, harmonised above-ground biomass
(total and per ha forest land)

I auxiliary data: Copernicus high resolution layers [Langanke, 2017]
I Forest Type (FTY) 2012, 20 m/pixel, classification in non-forest,

deciduous forest, coniferous forest, unclassified area
I Tree Cover Density (TCD) 2012, 20 m/pixel, tree cover density in a

range from 0-100 %, unclassified area

I model: FTY categories + TCD + interactions

I estimation cells D: 50 km by 50 km INSPIRE grid cells

I parameterisation areas D+: 100 km by 100 km INSPIRE grid cells



Number of terrestrial plots by estimation cell



Total forest area estimates



Total above-ground biomass estimates



Above-ground biomass per ha forest



Total forest area estimates, with and without auxiliary data
Effect of auxiliary data on precision



Total above-ground biomass, with and without auxiliary
data
Effect of auxiliary data on precision



Above-ground biomass per ha forest, with and without
auxiliary data
Effect of auxiliary data on precision



Above-ground biomass in deciduous trees per ha forest
Effect of auxiliary data on precision



Conclusions and Outlook

I precision gains as expected
I high precision gains when estimating totals
I lower precision gains when estimating per ha density parameters

(e..g. no vegetation height data)
I moderate gains in the per ha estimates of biomass in conifers and

deciduous trees

I more and better auxiliary data will be available in the future

I NFI data upload tool and database (eForest system) - needs to
be adapted to include handover of auxiliary data at plot positions
(concealed plot coordinates)

I estimates for specific points in time - interpolation and
extrapolation methods for plot and/or parameter updating and
imputation are ready

I nFIESTA improvements - ongoing in the context of ENFIN and
stand-alone use of the system for estimation
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